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The RTI product lineup for CEDIA Expo 2019 includes new controllers with sleek designs and
capabilities, as well as the next generation of Alexa voice control and a variety of AV distribution
solutions.

  

  

Handheld controllers on show include the T4x-- a remote controller featuring a sophisticated
design, high-resolution 4-inch capacitive touchscreen and fully programmable soft-touch
buttons. It also includes grip sensors, wifi and dual RF. For environments too harsh for standard
remote controls RTI has the U3 weatherproof controller. It has an e-Ink display and uses
inductive charging and wireless programming updates, allowing for a completely sealed unit.
Also on show is the Pro Control Pro24.z, now available in glossy or matte finishes.

      

The KA8 and KA11 tabletop/wall-mountable touchpanels will be on display. The units combine a
widescreen LCD display with an integrated capacitive touchscreen for fast touch response and
gesture control. The KA11 features an edge-to-edge design at 11.6-inches with full HD
resolution, while the KA8 offers a WXGA resolution 8-inch touchpanel.
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For the next generation of voice control, RTI offers native Alexa control bringing new
functionality and power to customers. From the environment to entertainment, users will be able
to more discretely adjust their surroundings.

  

Making a CEDIA Expo 2019 debut is the CP-16i-- an audio distribution system compatible with
virtually any other system. It provides 100W of power to 16 channels, and offers bridgeable
audio output for increased power. The unit features thermal overload and overcurrent
monitoring, as well as Class-D amplification for efficient heat dissipation and low power
consumption. The amplifier requires only one rack space, and allows for both rackmount and
freestanding installation.

  

RTI video distribution solutions at CEDIA Expo include the flagship VHU-8x 8x10 HDBaseT
matrix switch able to deliver UHD 4K HDR video with 4:4:4 chroma sampling over a single Cat
cable at distances up to 100m. RTI will also highlight the VHD-4x and VHD-8x matrix switches
and the VMS-741 quad multi-viewer.

  

Go Visit RTI at CEDIA Expo 2019
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https://www.rticorp.com/pressreleases/rti-at-cedia-expo-2019

